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Abstract—Recently many cities around the world have wit-
nessed large scale deployment of terrestrial broadcasting mobile
TV to vehicles. This service is similar to the cable or satellite
television already watched at home and user-centric interactive
mobile Video-on-Demand (VoD) over urban vehicular networks is
in fact expected. However providing this new service with focus
on user Quality of Experience (QoE) constitutes a significant
challenge. This paper introduces a QoE-driven User-centric so-
lution for VoD services in urban vehicular network environments
(QUVoD). QUVoD relies on a multi-homed hierarchical peer-to-
peer (P2P) and vehicular ad-hoc network (VANET) architecture.
Vehicles construct a low layer VANET via WAVE interfaces
and also form an upper layer P2P Chord overlay on top of
a cellular network via 4G interfaces. A novel grouping-based
storage strategy is proposed which distributes uniformly the video
segments along the Chord overlay, reducing segment seeking
traffic, while also enabling load-balancing. A novel segment
seeking and multipath delivery scheme is also introduced which
achieves high lookup success rate and very good video data
delivery efficiency. Furthermore, a new speculation-based pre-
fetching strategy is proposed, which analyses users’ interactive
viewing behavior and, by estimating video segment playback
order, employs pre-fetching of the expected segments, smoothen-
ing the video playback. Simulation results show how QUVoD
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is a highly efficient user-centric mobile VoD solution in urban
vehicular networks in comparison with existing state of the art
solutions.

Index Terms—User-centric VoD, peer-to-peer (P2P), quality of
experience (QoE), vehicular network.

I. INTRODUCTION

LATELY, many cities around the world have witnessed
large scale deployment of terrestrial broadcasting mobile

TV services. For example, following the Beijing Olympics,
almost all taxis (out of the over 700 thousand vehicles in the
Chinese capital city) are equipped with on-board equipment
which supports terrestrial TV broadcasting signal retrieval
and multimedia playback. In terms of quality, this is like
the passive cable or satellite television programs that people
watch at home. Additionally we are witnessing extensive
developments in wireless access technologies including WiFi,
LTE, LTE-A, WiMAX, etc. [1] and especially in vehicular
wireless technologies such as Wireless Access in the Vehicular
Environment (WAVE) (IEEE 802.11p), enabling data deliv-
ery via vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) [2], vehicle-to-infrastructure
(V2I) and vehicle-to-Road-Side-Unit (V2R) communications
[3]. This paves the way towards vehicular Video-on-Demand
(VoD), as mobile VoD is expected to become an attractive
service over urban vehicular networks.

Peer-to-peer (P2P) multimedia content sharing from mul-
tiple sources to multiple destinations has been shown to be
robust and highly scalable, based on distributed solutions in
the wired Internet [4]-[12]. Important research efforts are put
to extend P2P content delivery and its performance benefits
to the wireless domain. Lately P2P-based multimedia services
over vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANET) have become a very
interesting research topic [13]-[16]. However, although draw-
ing increasing attention from the research community, studies
on P2P media delivery over VANETs have been limited to
simple sequential remote playback scenarios, which are similar
to the broadcast mobile TV, where the passive user viewing
pattern simplifies system design. However, user-centric mobile
VoD services supporting interactivity can offer edited video
clips to passengers on demand, during their trips, extending
the existing services offered by the likes of YouTube [4] for
example from the office or home to the road. This represents
one of the most innovative trends and value-added services in
urban vehicular networks.

In this context, providing support for high quality of expe-
rience (QoE) for user-centric mobile VoD service in VANETs
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Fig. 1. Quality-oriented User-centric mobile VoD system for vehicular
networks.

is a significant challenge. As we know, end-to-end video
transmission quality plays an important role in maintaining
high levels of user QoE in P2P-based VANETs. Most existing
solutions disseminate video data via the underlying vehicular
ad-hoc network in multi-hops [13]-[16]. However, VANETs
easily become disconnected due to node mobility, leading to
unreliable transmissions and negatively affecting user QoE lev-
els. The latest technological advances enable vehicular devices
to be equipped with multiple types of wireless interfaces in
order to support access to different networks, forming a multi-
homed heterogeneous network environment. During commu-
nications, the source nodes can select and simultaneously
use for data delivery one or several paths to the destination.
The selection is performed dynamically following changes in
the availability and/or characteristics of the access networks
behind nodes’ interfaces. This significantly increases fault
tolerance and supports provision of services with increased
user QoE levels.

On the other hand, supporting user interactive viewing
behavior in VoD services requires the proposal of a mechanism
to enable smooth user video playback by fetching in advance
the video segments in line to be played into the vehicle’s
buffer. The pre-fetching has become a default strategy and has
been widely used in current Internet-based and wireless-based
P2P multimedia delivery systems. However most of them only
pre-fetch the subsequent video segment for normal playback
in strict sequential order. When VCR-like operations occur,
searching for the newly requested segment has to happen
and once found it has to be downloaded, decoded and then
played back. This procedure is associated with long latency
and seriously deteriorates users’ viewing QoE.

This paper introduces a novel efficient interactive Quality-
oriented User-centric mobile VoD solution for vehicular net-
works (QUVoD), illustrated in Fig. 1. QUVoD relies on a
newly designed multi-homed hierarchical P2P/VANET archi-
tecture and makes use of highly innovative algorithms for
video segments storage, video resource search, multipath
data transfer and speculative segment pre-fetch to address the

challenges of vehicle mobility and users’ interactive viewing
behavior. These novel algorithms will be described in details in
this paper alongside simulation-based performance evaluation.
Testing results fully illustrate how QUVoD is an efficient user-
centric mobile VoD solution in vehicular networks, which
outperform existing state-of-the-art solutions.

II. RELATED WORK

Recently, P2P content sharing for multimedia streaming
services in vehicular networks has attracted increasing research
interests from various scientists. Hsieh et al. [13] proposed an
effective dynamic overlay multicast strategy for live multime-
dia streaming in urban VANETs. Zhou et al. [14] developed a
P2P media-service scheme that jointly solves the content dis-
semination, cache update, and fairness problems for vehicular
networks. Qadri et al. [15] presented a realistically modeled
scheme for streaming video over VANETs, by means of an
overlay network with multiple sources. Using symbol-level
network coding, Yang et al. [16] introduced a live multimedia
streaming system CodePlay in VANETs. However, none of the
above works considered the vehicular interactive VoD service,
in which users can jump to any watching point according to
their interests. The interactive service significantly enhances
user personal viewing experience, but introduces important
technical challenges, which need to be addressed.

Interactive P2P Video on Demand (VoD) over Internet
is currently gaining momentum in the research community
[5]-[12]. We previously proposed BBTU [5] and SDNet [6]
for tree-based unstructured P2P networks to address VCR-
related issues in wired non-mobile network environments. By
adopting a mesh-based topology, Chang et al. [7] introduced
an interleaved video frame distribution (IVFD) scheme to
support full VCR functionality by making use of gossip
messages to search for resources. Zhou et al. [8] introduced
a unifying request scheduling model and content replication
strategy to minimize server load. Lee et al. [9] proposed
a popularity-aware pre-fetching scheme to support interactive
P2P Streaming. Wu et al. [10] investigated how movie popular-
ity can impact server’s workload and optimized the replication
strategy of P2P-VoD systems.

Chord is a well known P2P content distribution architecture.
Nodes in Chord have embedded a “precursor-successor” rela-
tionship. By associating a key with each data item (i.e. video
clip or video segment) and storing the key/data item pair at
the node to which the key maps, efficient data storage and
localization can be implemented [17]. For example, a Chord-
based efficient interactive P2P VoD system named VMesh
was introduced in [11]-[12]. All above works address some
important issues for P2P VoD such as dissemination topology,
video resources storage and search, support for VCR-like
operations, video content replication, etc. However, so far,
the research of interactive P2P VoD solutions lacks mobility
support and to the best of the authors’ knowledge does not
focus at all on vehicular wireless networks.

P2P models can be generally classified in two types: un-
structured and structured. Unstructured P2Ps are mainly based
on gossip and flood mechanisms, which produce large amounts
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Fig. 2. QUVoD multi-homed hierarchical architecture.

of communication overhead. Most structured solutions use
distributed hash tables (DHT) and as the typical lookup length
of DHTs is O(log(N)), where N is the number of nodes in the
system, the structured P2P solutions have high performance in
terms of resource search. MeshChord [18] improves the basic
Chord to efficiently utilize it in wireless mesh networks. Liu et
al. [19]-[20] proposed MChord to enhance the performance of
Chord over VANETs. There are also other research works [21]
and [22] which improve the Chord algorithm trying to adapt it
to the mobile environment. However, all the application-layer
P2P Chord networks of the above solutions are built directly on
top of the wireless ad-hoc network. It makes Chord seriously
unstable as the ad-hoc network links are disconnection prone
and this happens frequently caused by nodes’ mobility and
vehicles’ different moving directions.

Recently multi-homed networks have attracted extensive
academic research interests. Having multiple network inter-
faces, end hosts can establish multiple connections with other
end hosts across different networks [23], situation which
protects the communications from the failure of any one of
these networks. M-MIP [24] extended Mobile IP to enable
mobile hosts to use multiple care-of addresses simultaneously.
Shim6 [25] inserts a sub-layer into the network layer to
support network layer multi-homing and mobility. Okimoto
et al. [26] described functional requirements and possible
solutions for multi-homing without the use of NAT in IPv6
for hosts. MPTCP [27] modifies TCP and implements a
multipath transport within a transport connection. In [28]-[30],
we analyzed and proposed concurrent multipath video transfer
solutions by making use of a multi-homing transport protocol
SCTP. It can be noted that multipath transport over multi-
homed networks increases the efficiency of the resource usage,
and thus increases the network capacity available to end hosts.

Based on the latest research progress in P2P multimedia
content sharing in VANETs, Internet-based P2P VoD and
multi-homed wireless networks, we introduce QUVoD, a novel
mobile VoD solution in urban VANETs. To the best of the
authors’ knowledge, this is the first work to consider provid-
ing efficient P2P-based VoD services in urban multi-homed
vehicular networks.

III. QUVOD SYSTEM DESIGN

A. QUVoD Architecture

Fig. 2 shows the architecture of QUVoD. We assume
vehicles in QUVoD are equipped with dual wireless interfaces:
a 4G cellular network interface (e.g. WiMAX, LTE-A) and
a WAVE interface (supporting V2V communications). These
vehicles construct a multi-homed network, highly feasible to
be built in reality. The cellular network is a standard for
mobile telecommunications in wide-area mobile environments
and supports real-time multimedia services [31]. A cellular
network has relatively high stable connectivity merits. How-
ever, 4G are normally provided by Internet Service Providers
(ISP), which charge fees for data traffic. By making use of
the WAVE interface in VANET, vehicles can forward data
to their neighboring vehicles or RSUs, and data can trans-
verse intermediate vehicles via ad-hoc communications with
low network usage costs. However, VANETs easily become
disconnected in situations with low vehicle density and high
mobility, (i.e. high speed and/or different driving directions).
Taking into account these factors, QUVoD constructs a multi-
homed hierarchical P2P/VANET architecture, which employs
both Chord and vehicular ad-hoc networks, as shown in
Fig. 2. Vehicles construct low layer VANETs via WAVE
interfaces for V2V communications. The upper layer Chord
overlay is formed on top of the cellular infrastructure via the
4G interfaces. Vehicle Vi can create two connections with
vehicle Vj via the 4G path (G-Path) and VANET path (V-
Path), respectively. G-Path denotes packet transfer through the
4G infrastructure networks with high stability, but also high
cost. V-Path indicates packet delivery over the vehicle ad-hoc
network via V2V communications with increased instability,
but low cost. QUVoD transmits video data between vehicles
Vi and Vj employing a multipath transfer mechanism. As 4G
is stable, when vehicle Vi requests a video segment for its
future playing, the request message is routed by the DHT for
looking up the segment in the Chord network, which means in
multi-homed QUVoD, the G-Path is used for resource search.
Both G-Path and V-Path are employed for video data multipath
transmissions.

The multi-homed hierarchical P2P/VANET architecture de-
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sign of QUVoD is highly effective. In most current research,
vehicles form an application-layer P2P network on top of the
VANET directly and P2P communication relies on the routing
protocol of the underlying VANET [13]-[16]. With vehicle
movement, the VANET topology changes quickly, which leads
to P2P topology changing as well. Consequently both resource
lookup and data transfer fail when network disconnections
between vehicles occur. This requires frequent redistribution
and re-storing of resources between different nodes as the
nodes frequently join and leave the system due to their
mobility. Unlike these solutions, QUVoD establishes the Chord
network communications over the 4G infrastructure network,
which makes the P2P topology relatively stable. When a
vehicle stores some video segments after it joins the system,
it can carry the assigned segments all the time regardless of
the driving requirements. For instances, in Beijing, each taxi
normally has two drivers who work in shifts, which means the
taxi can be 24-hours online. This enables for the target vehicle
which stores the required video segments to always be located
in Chord through underlying 4G network instead of the failure
prone VANET. In other cases, in urban environment, taxi den-
sity, traffic congestion and light control in intersection provide
video sharing opportunities via V2V VANET communications
directly, which can make use of VANETs’ own data distri-
bution ability. The multipath transfer mechanism over G-Path
and V-Path increases fault tolerance and improves data transfer
capabilities. In this context, QUVoD overcomes the drawbacks
of each of the 4G and VANET technologies, respectively and
makes full use of the advantages of a combined solution.

In addition to the multi-homed structure which enables
video segments sharing between vehicles, QUVoD has a media
server. This server stores the original video resources and
provides service when vehicles cannot fetch video segments
from other vehicular nodes. The server also keeps all the
video-related information and users can search for the videos
in which they are interested. Every video needs to be processed
by the server before being distributed over the Chord network.
The server assigns each video a unique Video ID according to
the HASH algorithm [17]. Besides, for efficiency of manage-
ment and delivery purposes, it divides each video into several
equal size segments, and assigns to each segment consecutive
Segment IDs in the order of playback. Consequently, each
video segment will have a unique Resource ID, which is
composed of the Video ID and the Segment ID as shown in
Fig. 3 (a).

Each vehicular node is assigned a unique Device ID by the
server using the HASH algorithm when it joins the system.

We define the Vehicle ID as being composed of the Video
ID of the video playing and the Device ID of that vehicle
as a unique identifier. Fig. 3 (b) shows the composition of
Vehicle ID. In QUVoD, all the vehicles playing the same
video will have the same Video ID and make up a Chord
sub-circle according to the value of vehicular nodes’ Device
IDs. When a vehicle user is interested in a video, the vehicle
node has to join the Chord sub-circle corresponding to the
video content sought. This is done by using the existing Chord
algorithm [17]. Meanwhile, the vehicle node looks up for the
initial video segments, downloads them via the multipath and
plays them when the requested data has arrived at its buffer.
For video segment search and retrieval, the vehicular node
employs the novel segment seeking and delivery scheme,
which will be described in details in the next section. After
joining the system, the node then continues to request and
download the next segments by making use of our newly
proposed speculation-based pre-fetching strategy. When not
all the bandwidth is in use, the vehicle will use its available
bandwidth to download and store video segment(s) in its local
storage using the QUVoD’s novel distributed grouping video
segments storage scheme. The vehicle leaving the system is
treated based on the classic Chord leaving algorithm.

B. Distributed Grouping-based Video Segments Storage

In the original Chord design, when the number of nodes
is larger than that of video segments, there will be some
nodes which do not store any resource, as each video segment
is stored in just one node. This creates load imbalance.
Furthermore, if a node leaves or breaks down, although the
video segment key is still stored in the system, the video
segment resource is not accessible. Pitoura et al. [32] proposed
a fair load distribution solution over DHTs using replication
and multi-rotation hashing mechanism. A similar method is
employed by VMesh [11]-[12]. In VANET environments, due
to vehicular nodes’ high dynamicity, it is difficult to guaran-
tee a requester to properly obtain resources from only one
supplier. Extending these works [32] and [11]-[12], QUVoD
designs a distributed grouping-based storage scheme. It allows
any video segment to be stored in multiple nodes and each
node to store multiple video segments. This not only enhances
P2P network’s stability, but also balances nodes’ load.

As Fig. 4 shows, in QUVoD, the vehicular nodes in a
Chord sub-circle are divided into multiple groups and the
number of groups is equal with the number of video segments.
The nodes in the same group will store several consecutive
segments starting with the same segment. Denote the number
of segments as Smax, and the size of the Device ID field as
L. Equation (1) gives the size of each group Lgroup:

Lgroup = 2L/Smax (1)

where 2L is the maximum value of the Device ID and
Lgroup is a constant value in a specific Chord sub-circle
network because the variables L and Smax are stationary.
Assuming Vi and Di are the latest vehicle node that has joined
into the network and its ID, respectively, the ID to be assigned
to the next node (i.e., Vi+1) is defined as:
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Fig. 4. Grouping-based video segments storage strategy.

Di+1 = (Di + Lgroup + 1) mod 2L (2)

which can have the nodes uniformly distributed over the
Chord. We set Fg as the initial boundary Device ID for the g-
th group as in equation (3). For instance, the smallest Device
ID of the nodes in the first group should be 0. g here also
denotes the Segment ID of the starting segment that each node
stores in the g-th group.

Fg = Lgroup × (g − 1) (3)

We set DSg as the value set of all possible Device IDs of
nodes in group g. DSg can be defined by equation (4), where
N is the set of natural numbers and N+ is the set of positive
integers.

DSg = {id |id ∈ N, Fg ≤ id < Fg+1}
= {id |id ∈ N, Lgroup × (g − 1) ≤ id < Lgroup × g ,

1 ≤ g ≤ Smax , g ∈ N+
}

(4)
As already mentioned, QUVoD divides each video in equal

size segments, for example video ⇔ (s1, s2, ..., sj , ..., sn),
where j is the Segment ID of segment sj . Each node in
QUVoD stores several successive video segments according
to its available memory capacity. The nodes whose Device
IDs are in the set DSg will store the segment sg and several
of sg’s next segments. Assuming a Vi in group g has a storage
memory space Mi, then it could store segment sg, sg+1, ...,
sg+Mi−1, which is indicated in equation (5):

V Si = {sj |j ∈ N+,
g ≤ j ≤ g +Mi − 1} (5)

where V Si is the segment set composed of all the segments
stored by Vi. Fig. 4 illustrates the distributed grouping-based
video segments storage scheme.

When a node still has memory space available after having
stored all the segments up to the last segment in the video

Algorithm 1 Video segments storage for vehicle Vi

1: g = device idi / Lgroup;
2: j = g; /* j denotes the segment ID*/
3: idle memory = Mi;

/*idle memory denotes Vi’s remaining memory size*/
4: while (idle memory ≥ sizeof(sj ));

/*sj denote a segment whose segment ID is j*/
5: Vi search and download segment sj using algorithm 2;
6: j++;
7: if (j > Smax)
8: j = 1;
9: end if
10: idle memory -= sizeof(sj );
11: end while

sequence, it starts storing the first segments from the beginning
of the sequence until the memory is used up. For example, a
vehicle Vi in group Smax can store the segment Smax and
then the segments 1, 2, 3 and so on. Assuming g is the group
sequence Vi belongs to, sj is a segment that Vi will store and
device idi is Vi’s Device ID, Algorithm 1 illustrates the video
segments’ storage strategy after Vi joins the system.

C. Video Segments Seek

In QUVoD, a segment is stored in multiple nodes which
are distributed in several consecutive groups. For example, the
nodes in the g-th group will certainly store the segment sg,
the nodes in the group g-1 will have a great probability of
storing the segment sg , the probability of the nodes in group
g-2 storing segment sg is smaller than that for the nodes in
the group g-1, and so on.

In this context we designed a novel segment seeking scheme
to obtain segments. According to the QUVoD video segments
storage scheme, in order to get a segment, we just need to
locate a group to which the nodes storing the segment required
belong to. We will choose the group in which the nodes have
the highest probability of storing the required segment. That
is, if we want to get the segment sg , we will contact the g-th
group. We firstly find the first node in the group, and then find
other nodes via this first node.

Since all the nodes in the g-th group can serve the segment
sg , a data scheduling strategy is designed to balance the load
between nodes when serving resources. The first node Vx in
g-th group acts as a “scheduler”. The “scheduler” maintains
a group member table (GMT) to record all vehicles’ IDs and
corresponding serving load information in the g-th group. Any
item in GMT is associated a 2-tuple GMT = (NID,Load)
where NID is the Vehicle ID of the member and Load is
the number of nodes for which this member is data supplier.
The “scheduler” is responsible to assign the member with
the lowest serving load as supplier to the requester. If Vz

joins/leaves the g-th group, Vz’s precursor can be aware of Vz’s
variation and reports this change to Vx. Vx will add/remove
Vz’s information in GMT. The successor Vy of “scheduler”
stores and periodically updates a duplicate of GMT in order to
avoid the loss of GMT. If Vx leaves the group, Vy becomes the
new “scheduler” and informs the members in the g-th group
about this change.

Assuming vehicle Vi is playing a video and requests a
segment sg, it performs the following procedure:
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1) Vi sends out a Query message by DHT for locating the
node who possesses a group whose initial boundary is Fg by
equation (3). According to the Chord algorithm, Vi could find
the node whose Device ID equals or is closest but higher than
the group’s initial boundary Fg along the Chord sub-circle. As
the Fig. 5 shows, we can find the first Vj in group g. Denote
that, in Fig. 5, we have omitted the Video IDs for Vehicle ID,
which are all the same in a Chord sub-circle.

2) When Vj receives the Query message, by checking its
GMT, it selects a member Vk with the lowest load as Vi’s
supplier. Vk will reply with a Query Reply message to Vi and
serve sg to Vi. Vj modifies Vk’s load value in its GMT.

3) If Vi cannot locate the nodes which have the required
sg through the above procedure, it will repeat the process to
find nodes in groups g-1, g-2, ..., g-M+1 using initial group
boundary Fg−1, Fg−2 , ..., Fg−M+1 whose values are Lgroup×
(g− 2), Lgroup × (g− 3), ..., Lgroup × (g−M), respectively.
The parameter M is the maximum storage limit of all nodes
in QUVoD.

Assuming Vk is the located vehicle node after the above
search process, the vehicle Vi will download the required video
segment sg from vehicle Vk through G-path and V-Path by
taking advantage of the multipath data delivery mechanism
which will be discussed in Section III.D. After downloading
sg, Vi also can continue to download sg+1, ..., sg+Mk−1

from Vk employing multipath directly, which avoids relocating
sg+1, ..., sg+Mk−1 in Chord. Algorithm 2 describes the process
of video segments seek and download.

To maintain GMT and respond to segment requests, the
“scheduler” needs to exchange additional messages, which
bring additional load. However, the group members storing
multiple sequential segments can serve more than one segment
in a row. This supports short-range sequential movement of
the playback point, which reduces significantly the number of
segment request messages sent to “schedulers”. In addition,
compared with the high-bandwidth streaming traffic, this over-
head is light-weighted. Furthermore, we can reduce the load
on the “scheduler” by serving less video segments relative to
other nodes in order to balance the load that the additional
messages are responsible for. This will be considered by our
future work.

D. Multipath Data Delivery

In order to improve QUVoD’s data delivery performance,
we designed a multipath data transfer mechanism complying

Algorithm 2 Video segment seek and download algorithm for vehicle
Vi

1: /* Vi requests segment sg */
2: /* |GMT | is the number of items in GMT */
3: for (forth = 0; forth < M; forth++)
4: fore limit = Lgroup × (g − forth− 1);
5: find fore limit’s Successor Vj by Chord algorithm;
6: send a Query message to Vj ;
7: min = ∞; vid = 0;
8: for (i = 1; i < |GMT | of Vj ; i++)
9: if (sg is local stored && Vj .GMT [i].Load < min)
10: min = Vj .GMT [i].Load;
11: vid = Vj .GMT [i].NID;
12: end if;
13: end for ;
14: if (vid > 0) break; end if
15: end for;
16: if (vid = 0)
17: Vi downloads sg from media server employing multipath delivery

mechanism; exit;
18: end if
19: Vvid sends a Query Reply message to Vi;
20: Vi downloads sg , sg+1, ..., sg+Mi−1 from Vvid employing the

multipath delivery mechanism;
21: Vj updates Vj .GMT [i].Load;
22: if (downloading st(t ∈ [g, g +Mi − 1]) fails)
23: Vj selects another Vl with low stress in Vj ’s GMT as Vi’s supplier;
24: Vi downloads segments between [st, st+Mk−1] from Vl employing

multipath delivery mechanism;
25: end if

with QUVoD multi-homed structure. We implement the novel
Next Generation Network-Oriented Mobile Equipment (NGN-
Oriented ME) architecture [33] into our QUVoD system which
can enable one of the available interfaces according to the
specified Quality of Service (QoS) of data.

The NGN-Oriented ME architecture can provide a dual-
mode such as WiMAX/WLAN interfaces within the Physical
layer and an adaptive QoS module dubbed QoS-Cross-IP
module (QXIP) within the IP layer. With QXIP, NGN-Oriented
ME distributes the packet over either WLAN or WiMAX
depending on the packet type of service. This paper enhances
the Dual-mode ME architecture [33] with an Intelligent Data
Distributor (IDD) integrated into QXIP. Fig. 6 shows the IDD-
enhanced Dual-mode ME architecture.

Supposing a vehicle Vi wants to download video segments
from a vehicle Vj and there are two available paths through
V-Path and G-Path, the proposed IDD aims to schedule data
distribution over V-Path and G-Path according to their current
estimated Available Bandwidth (AB). Vi launches IDD to
estimate AB of both V-Path and G-Path, following a well-
known AB model for video transport [34] which is shown in
equation (6).

AB =
const

RTT ×
√
PLR

(6)

In equation (6) const is a constant with value of 1.22 or 1.33
and PLR can be evaluated by the two-state discrete Markov
Chain known as Gibert’s Model which is detailed in [34].
RTT can be estimated by equation (7).

RTT = α×RTT + (1− α)× (t− Tsend −∆T ) (7)

In equation (7) RTT denotes the current round trip time of
path, t is the timestamp at the time at which the packet ACK
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Fig. 6. The enhanced Dual-mode ME architecture with Intelligent Data
Distributor.

is received at the sender, α is a weighting parameter with a
common value of 0.875, Tsend is the timestamp at the packet
sending time, and ∆T is the time interval of a packet handling
time at the receiver (it can be omitted in general).
Vi probes for V-Path’s AB (ABv) and G-Path’s AB (ABg)

periodically (e.g. per RTT). The V-Path is preferred to dis-
tribute packets in VANET. However, if ABv is less than a
threshold ABthres, the gap ABgap = ABv − ABthres is
greater than a specified value ABvalue, and in that case, ABg

is higher than ABthres, Vi will distribute packets over G-Path.
Otherwise, Vi will enable V-Path to send packets to Vj .

E. Speculation-based Pre-fetching

For a vehicle, in order to smoothen passengers’ video
playback, the video segments need to be pre-fetched and
downloaded in advance into the vehicle’s buffer. Pre-fetching
has widely been used in current P2P VoD systems [5], [6],
[9], [11] and [12]. However most of them only pre-fetch the
subsequent video segment for sequence playback. When a
user employs a jump operation, the algorithm should locate
the video segment corresponding to the new position, fetch it
and then play it back. The smooth playing will stop if long
latency is encountered. So in interactivity cases, fast resource
relocation and transmission is important, but not sufficient.

Unlike most of the nodes in other wireless networks, in
VANETs vehicles can be equipped easily with large-capacity-
storage and powerful-computing devices. For example, dur-
ing the duration of a trip by taxi, passengers make up a captive
audience and large quantities of data can be stored in viewing
logs. Each vehicle in QUVoD periodically performs statistical
analysis of the characteristics of user viewing behavior. Based
on this analysis, when a user is playing the current video
segment, QUVoD proactively pre-fetches the segment that is
likely to be requested by either sequential playback or VCR-
like operations.

A viewing log is actually a user’s viewing trace in terms
of these video segments and is recorded by the vehicle. Table
I shows k user viewing logs, for the same video, identified
by a unique Resource ID. The segments in each log are

TABLE I
EXAMPLE OF VEHICLE VIEWING LOG FOR THE VIDEO IDENTIFIED BY

RESOURCE ID

Log ID Playback Records
1 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 16, 17, 20
2 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 16, 17, 18, 20
3 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 12, 13, 16, 17, 6, 7
4 1, 2, 3, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 9, 10
... ...
k 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 16, 17, 19, 20

sequence-sensitive. Existing studies employ statistical analysis
of viewer playback records to calculate segment popularity
in order to support interactivity-related business [9], [11] and
[12]. However, most of the studies neglect the association
between segments. In this paper, we will consider segment-
based and substring-based association to predict and pre-fetch
the video segment that is most likely expected by the users.
This approach is meant to significantly smoothen user video
playing experience in VANETs. Furthermore, we also employ
a feedback-based self-regulation mechanism to dynamically
regulate the association probability.

Segment-based Association:
In terms of the sequence of segments, the likely playback

association between segments can be obtained for example
as follows: 1 → 2, 1 → 4 and 2 → 3. This is as user
interactivity often breaks the sequential order of segments,
namely each segment si can be associated with n−1 segments
(if the jump target is within the current video segment, the
jump behavior is called “inner-segment jump” and does not
require special treatment). Our solution counts the frequency
of the association between each segment si and the other n−1
video segments. For instance, in table I, the frequency of the
associations 1 → 2 and 1 → 4 is 3 and 1 in the first four
logs, respectively. A matrix containing the frequencies of the
associations for all segments in the k entry log can be defined
as: 

f11 f12 · · · f1n
f21 f22 · · · f2n

...
...

. . .
...

fn1 fn2 · · · fnn


In the matrix, the value of the main diagonal should be set

0 due to the fact that inner-segment jumps is in fact local
seeking so it is not considered as an association. The total
frequency of the associations between si and the other n− 1
segments is in fact the sum of the frequency entries in the row
corresponding to si and is expressed in equation (8).

SUM(si) =

n∑
c=1

fic, SUM(si) > 0 (8)

If the users have accessed any segment si, the sum of the
ith row in the matrix should be greater than 0. Considering
the frequency of the association between segment si and any
segment sj , denoted fij and that SUM(si) > 0, the jump
probability from si to segment sj is computed according to
equation (9).
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Pij{sj |si} =
fij

SUM(si)
(9)

Moreover, the frequency of si to sj jumps in the k-entry log
can be considered as a weight factor. The higher the frequency
of accessing sj from si is, the more accurate the probability
of the si → sj association is. The weight value of si can be
obtained according to equation (10).

wsi =
rsi

n∑
c=1

rsc

(10)

where rsi is the overall frequency of si in k logs.
n∑

c=1
rsc

indicates the overall frequency of all segments in the k-entry
log. Next we can obtain the weighted probability of the si →
sj association according to equation (11).

WPij{sj |si} = wsi × wsj × Pij (11)

The weighted probability for the associations between each
segment to other segments can be therefore obtained. Based on
the matrix of association frequencies we can build the matrix
of weighted probability associations as follows.

WP11 WP12 · · · WP1n

WP21 WP22 · · · WP2n

...
...

. . .
...

WPn1 WPn2 · · · WPnn


In the matrix, WPij represents the association probability

between two segments i and j only, and cannot reflect the
behavior of the continuous movement of the playback point,
which most of the time includes a large series of segments.
Therefore we also use a substring-based weight factor to
further influence the segment-based association probability.

Substring-based Association:
The continuous segments form a substring in their playback

order. For example there are five substrings: {1, 2, 3}, {7, 8,
9}, {11, 12, 13}, {16, 17}, {20} in the first entry in the k-entry
log [1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 16, 17, 20] in table I. Even if a
single segment playback occurs in a log, it is also considered
as a substring such as the case for 20. Next we obtain a sub-
string set by extracting the substring sample from the k-entry
log, namely strSet ⇔ (str1, str2, ..., strm). Similar to the
segment-based matrix of weighted association probability, we
can obtain the substring-based matrix of weighted probability
associations, as follow.

WP
(s)
11 WP

(s)
12 · · · WP

(s)
1m

WP
(s)
21 WP

(s)
22 · · · WP

(s)
2m

...
...

. . .
...

WP
(s)
m1 WP

(s)
m2 · · · WP

(s)
mm


Moreover, m, the length of strSet (m ≤
n∑

1≤t≤n

[ t
n

t! ×
n−t∑

0≤e≤n−t

(−1)e

e! ]) is variable as new substrings

may be generated at any time.

Algorithm 3 Speculation-based pre-fetching strategy
1: //Let si be current playback segment;
2: //Let sr and sp be real and predicted target segment;
3: get probability set (WPi1,WPi2, ...,WPin) by equation (11);
4: get weighted probability set CPSi by equation (12);
5: select sp with MAX(CPSi) as the predicted segment;
6: if (sp == si+1||sp == si−1)
7: locate sp by using NSL or PLS;
8: pre-fetch sp by employing multipath delivery mechanism;
9: else
10: pre-fetch sp by algorithm 2;
11: end if
12: if (sr == sp) regulate αij with I(+); end if //achieve smooth

playback;
13: else if (sr == si+1||sr == si−1)
14: seek sp by NSL or PSL;
15: else seek and download sp by algorithm 2;
16: end if
17: regulate αij with I(-); //prediction fails;
18: end if

Assuming that the playback point has gone through h
sequential segments before accessing si and is located into si,
namely there is a substring strt(i) = (si−h, si−h+1, ..., si), we
use the accumulated value of substring-based probability from
substring strt(i) to all substrings whose first segment is sj to
indicate the substring-based weight factor. The substring-based
weighted combinatorial probability can be then calculated
according to equation (12).

Dsi→sj = (WPij)
αij ×

∑
WP

(s)
t(i)c(j) (12)

where αij(0 < αij ≤ 1) is the impact factor of WPij , used
to regulate WPij’s contribution according to the prediction
results for pre-fetching. WPij’s value can be adjusted in real
time based on the user playback interest variation, instead of
being updated after collecting large amounts of log data and
recalculation, as in the classic approach. αij will be further dis-
cussed next. WP

(s)
t(i)c(j) is the association probability between

strt(i) and strc(j) whose first segment is sj .
∑

WP
(s)
t(i)c(j)

is the substring-based weight factor. Next we obtain the
combinatorial probability set from si to the other n − 1
segments, namely CPSi = (Dsi→s1 , Dsi→s2, ..., Dsi→sn).
Therefore, the target segment in terms of what user wants to
view next is sj with probability Dsi→sj = MAX(CPSi).

The prediction of playback behavior aims to ensure users’
quality of viewing experience.

(1) As often the target segment predicted according to the
above-indicated algorithm is the next or previous segment of
the current segment, similar to VMesh, a peer in QUVoD keeps
two lists of peer pointers, namely next-segment-list (NSL) and
previous-segment-list (PSL). By making use of NSL and PSL,
the user can connect with the suppliers in overlay 1-hop and
pre-fetch the video segment immediately.

(2) If the target segment predicted is not the next or
previous segment of the current segment, the user seeks the
predicted segment and fetches it in advance. If the current
available bandwidth permits, the next segment is also pre-
fetched as well. Based on this, smooth playback supported
whether sequential playout or jumps occur in practice.
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With the increase in the viewing log entries, the statistics
of segments sequence and substrings continually updates so
that the corresponding probability also continually changes,
improving its accuracy. However these frequencies are updated
regularly every period of time UT set in such as manner
not for the real-time updates to determine high computation
costs. This efficiency design decision does not affect the
computation accuracy of the probabilities too much, as few
new viewing log entries do not influence too much the overall
values of these probabilities. After every period UT, each node
combines the incremental and history statistics to obtain the
new probabilities. For instance, let INCij be the frequency
increment for the association from si to sj . We can obtain
the new probability by modifying equation (9) to equation
(13). By this way, the computational complexity significantly
reduces.

P
′

ij{sj |si} =
fij + INCij

SUM(si) + INCij
(13)

The statistics-based prediction scheme depends on the con-
fidence level of the available heuristic information (viewing
log). If the predicted sj is the real segment user is requesting
after playing si, it means the prediction is accurate and,
the weighted probability of the si → sj association can be
increased, otherwise it should be reduced. We use the feedback
information on the prediction accuracy to adjust the impact
factors αij in equation (12). The new α

′

ij can be updated
according to the equation (14):

α
′

ij =

{
αij

(1+ρ), I(+)
αij

(1−ρ), I(−)
, 0 < ρ < 1 (14)

where ρ is global variable and considered as feedback factor.
The I(+) and I(-) represent positive and negative feedback
respectively, namely the success or failure of prediction.
The above Reinforce Learning model of αij is to improve
the accuracy of prediction by exploiting the user’s feedback
information. Algorithm 3 describes the speculation-based pre-
fetching strategy.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Simulation Methodology

QUVoD’s performance is assessed in comparison with that
of VMesh, in VANETs by making use of the Network Sim-
ulator (NS2). The application-layer Chord network of both
QUVoD and VMesh are implemented based on the MChord
[19]-[20], extended according to their different individual
algorithms. For QUVoD, we consider two wireless commu-
nication interfaces for each of the vehicle nodes: the IEEE
802.11p WAVE network interface and 4G WiMAX interface.
The experiments are implemented using the Multi-interface
Cross Layer extension for NS2 (NS-MIRACLE) [35] as it
enables the co-existence of multiple modules within each
layer of the protocol stack, supporting the integration of IEEE
802.11p and WiMAX network interfaces. The IEEE 802.11p
and WiMAX libraries of the NS-MIRACLE are available at
[36]. For IEEE 802.11p, two WAVE channels are used at
PHY/MAC layer. One is a control channel (CCH) which is

TABLE II
SIMULATION PARAMETERS SETTING FOR VANET AND 4G

Parameters Values

VANET

Area 2000 × 2000(m2)
Channel Channel/WirelessChannel
Network Interface Phy/WirelessPhyExt
MAC Interface Mac/802 11Ext
Peak Data Rate 11 Mbps
Frequency 5.9 GHz
Multiple Access OFDM
Channels Sharing CSMA/CA
Transmission Power 33 dBm
Wireless Transmission Range 250m
Interface Queue Type Queue/DropTail/PriQueue
Interface Queue Length 50 packets
Antenna Type Antenna/OmniAntenna
Routing Protocol AODV
Peak Mobility Speed 30 m/s
Mobility Model Manhattan Mobility Model
Transport-Layer Protocol TCP

4G WiMAX

Operating Frequency 2.5 GHz
Channel Bandwidth 10 MHz
Channel Capacity 40 Mbps
Radio Propagation Model MPropagation/MFreeSpace
Frame Duration 5ms
Multiple Access OFDM
Duplexing Mode TDD
Interface Queue Length 50 packets
Cell Layout (BS Number) 7 hexagonal cells
Cell Radius (Transmission Range) 578m
Transport-Layer Protocol TCP

employed for delivering control information. The second one
is a service channel (SCH) which is used for delivering data.

To reflect the realistic mobility characteristics of VANETs,
we use SUMO [37] to generate street scenarios. A street area
of 2000× 2000(m2) which consists of five horizontal streets
and five vertical streets is used in the experiment. As Fig. 7
(a) shows, every street has two lanes in each direction and
the Manhattan Mobility model [38] is employed for vehicular
movement. The vehicular nodes are uniformly distributed over
the streets and move along the directions shown by the arrows.
Whenever a vehicle reaches an intersection, it is determined
with some fixed probability whether it would keep moving in
the same direction with 50% probability or turn left or right
with 25 % probability in each case. The 4G WiMAX layout
(Fig.7 (b)) is composed of 7 hexagonal cells with 578m for the
cell radius, namely 7 numbers of base stations(BSs) with 578m
transmission range. We consider a scenario in which maximum
1000 vehicles request videos. Around 143 nodes connect and
share the same downlink/uplink bandwidth available for each
4G base station. BSs are connected through a 128 Mbps
wired link with a 2ms delay. The horizontal handover of
vehicle nodes between BSs adopts the Hard Handover (HHO)
mechanism in IEEE 802.16e [39]. This mechanism has been
implemented in NIST module [40] as extension of NS2 and
also has been integrated in NS-MIRACLE framework by
University of Karlstad [41]. Tables II lists some important
NS2 simulation parameters of the VANET and 4G WiMAX
networks, respectively. Considering multipath data delivery,
we set the value of ABthres to 128 kbps which equals the
streaming rate, and the ABvalue is 8 kbps in our experiments.
Namely, if the value of V-Path’s AB (in equ. 6) is less than 120
kbps and G-Path’s AB is greater than 128 kbps, the packets
will transfer over the G-Path. Otherwise, the V-Path is used to
deliver the video segments.

As VMesh is a single-tier solution, we consider two P2P
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(a) Mobility model in VANET (b) 4G WiMAX network architecture

Fig. 7. VANET and 4G simulation scenarios.

overlay construction ways for VMesh. One is VMesh(ah-hoc),
in which vehicles form the Chord on top of VANET. The other
case is VMesh(4G), in which the Chord is established over the
4G infrastructure. In VMesh(ad-hoc), packets transfer through
V-Path via the WAVE interface. VMesh(4G) uses the G-Path
via the WiMAX interface for data transfer, respectively. As in
VANET mobile nodes’ position changes continually, VMesh’s
locality-aware segment management is unusable. Instead, the
simulations use the more common case of VMesh which
applies random selection for segment storage.

Simulations consider a 5400 seconds long video which is
divided into 180 segments. The streaming rate is 128 kbps.
Each segment is 0.5 minutes long and about 0.47 MB in size.
In QUVoD, the maximum storage capacity parameter M is set
to 5. As discussed in Section III.E, by analyzing user viewing
logs data, QUVoD applies the speculation-based strategy to
adapt to the users’ interactive behavior. First we created 5000
synthetic user viewing log entries based on the interactive
actions according to the measurements and statistics from [42].
The video was one of the most popular matches in terms of the
number of viewers. The impact factor αij in equation (12) was
set 1 to make the segment-based association and substring-
based association have equal impact on the prediction. By
using the same method, we then generate 1000 sole user
viewing logs and assign each of them to each of the 1000
nodes to create the multiple requests scenario. The playback
trace of a node can be determined by its assigned viewing
record. For instance, a vehicle with playback record (1, 2, 3,
4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 40, 28, 29, 30, 31, 44, 45,
46, 47, 52, 53, 60, 61) has a lifetime of 13 minutes and takes
seven VCR operations in total.

We compare QUVoD with VMesh(ad-hoc) and VMesh(4G)
in terms of the user QoE-related indicators including average
lookup success rate, average segment seeking latency and hit
ratio in supporting interactivity, and overhead-related metrics
including vehicles stress distribution, media server stress and
system control overhead.

B. Simulation Results

1) Average lookup success rate (ALSR): The video
segment ALSR describes system serving capability. ALSR
is defined as the ratio between the number of times lookup
success was obtained and the total number of lookup tries.
Both VMesh and QUVoD are P2P-based VoD solutions and

in order to fairly compare the efficiency of their P2P-related
algorithms including video segments storage and seek strategy
etc., we neglect the requests from the server for computing
ALSR. High ALSR indicates it is easier for a vehicle node to
obtain video resources from other suppliers instead of from
the media server. This improves system’s resources sharing
capability and indirectly reduces the media server stress. The
experiments run involve variation in the mobility speed of
VANET vehicles and different vehicular node numbers.

Fig. 8 shows the ALSR variation with the increase in the
number of vehicles from 200 to 1000, where the mobility
speed varies in the [0, 30] m/s range. As the figure shows, with
the system scale increase, ALSRs of QUVoD and VMesh all
increase. This is as increasing number of vehicles determines
higher segment sharing chances and any vehicle can find
easier a resource supplier. ALSRs of QUVoD and VMesh
increase quickly when the vehicles number increases from
200 to around 500. Above 600 nodes, ALSRs of QUVoD and
VMesh maintain a relatively stable value close to 1. However,
when system scale is low (there are less than 700 nodes),
ALSR of QUVoD is higher than that of VMesh(4G). This is
because QUVoD’s grouping-based segments storage enhances
ALSR compared with the random segments storage used in
VMesh. ALSR of VMesh(ad-hoc) increases slowly and only
arrives at about 0.645 when the number of vehicles increases
to 1000. QUVoD and VMesh(4G) locate the video segments
over Chord by using the underlying 4G network which is
stable and reliable. The vehicles’ movement in a vehicular
scenario does not influence the Chord circle. As long as there
are enough vehicles, a supplier can always be found via 4G by
DHT. However as VMesh(ad-hoc) is formed on top of VANET,
ALSR is easily affected by vehicle density, especially in low-
density situations. As the figure shows, when there are 1000
vehicles, ALSRs of QUVoD and VMesh(4G) are about 35%
higher than ALSR of VMesh(ad-hoc). However, the difference
between ALSRs can be higher than 70% when the number of
nodes is 600.

Fig. 9 illustrates ALSR comparison results with the variation
in the mobility speed of VANET vehicles. In order to minimize
the impact caused by the number of nodes, the number of
vehicular nodes is set to 1000. We can see in the figure that
the ALSRs of QUVoD and VMesh(4G) always maintain high
levels. ALSR of VMesh(ad-hoc) decreases with the increase
of mobility speed variance. This is as in VMesh(ad-hoc), the
increase in vehicle mobility, determines the P2P overlay over
the mobile ad-hoc network to unstable, which results in some
lookups not to reach the vehicles with requested segments.
Unlike VMesh(ad-hoc), message communications in QUVoD
and VMesh(4G) are through the more stable 4G network and
the increase in the movement of vehicles can hardly influence
data communication.

2) Average segment seeking latency (ASSL): ASSL is
the average time from a vehicle requesting a video segment to
having received the segment into its playback buffer. ASSL
mainly includes the average segment locating latency and
average segment downloading latency. When a vehicle joins
the system, ASSL determines how long a user needs to wait
for the download of initial video segments to begin playing, so
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Fig. 8. Average lookup success rate against number of vehicular nodes.
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Fig. 9. Average lookup success rate against different vehicle mobility speed
variation.

ASSL has a significant impact on joining and startup latency.
In addition, during video playing process, long ASSL can
severely affect user viewing QoE levels as late arriving data
may cause buffer underflow. Consequently there is a desire
to have short ASSL. In simulations, we first compute the
average segment locating latency in the Chord network, and
then compute the average end-to-end transfer delay for a
segment between two vehicle nodes. The sum of these two
values determine ASSL. As vehicles may request segments
many times, only the success in the seeking process will be
considered in the calculation of the average ASSL.

Fig. 10 plots the comparison results when QUVoD and
VMesh are used in turn for increasing number of vehicular
nodes, where the mobility speed varies in the [0, 30] m/s range.
As the figure shows, ASSL of VMesh(ad-hoc) is higher than
that of QUVoD and VMesh(4G), especially when the system
scale is low (vehicles number is less than 400). This is because
low density of nodes in VANET reduces connectivity between
nodes. QUVoD performs better than other two methods. For
example, in the case of 200 vehicles, QUVoD’s ASSL is
about 0.573 seconds, 7% lower than that of VMesh(4G) (0.613
seconds) and 36.8% lower than that of VMesh(ad-hoc) (around
0.784 seconds). Fig. 11 illustrates ASSL comparison results
for different ranges of mobility speeds where the number of
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Fig. 10. Average segment seeking latency against number of vehicular nodes.
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Fig. 11. Average seeking latency against mobility speed of vehicles.

vehicular nodes is set to 1000. As the figure shows, when
nodes have low mobility speeds (less than 10m/s), VMesh(ad-
hoc) performs well. However with increasing mobility speeds,
VMesh(ad-hoc) performs the worst among the three methods
compared. QUVoD’s ASSL is slightly higher than that of
VMesh(4G) in the low mobility speeds case and the reason
is that QUVoD mainly uses V-Path for data delivery which
can be negatively impacted by V2V communications. However
the difference is very small and in all other cases ASSL of
QUVoD is maintained at a good level. This is as QUVoD
stores several sequential segments in one node, the segments
excluding the first segment do not need to be located again,
which significantly reduces average segment locating latency
and mitigates the negative impact brought by the partial use
of V-Path.

In VMesh(ad-hoc), both the search message and data are
transmitted through the VANET network which is unreliable,
so ASSL and ALSR of VMesh(ad-hoc) is worse than those
of QUVoD and VMesh(4G) in low density and high mobility
speed situations. VMesh(4G) shows a relatively good perfor-
mance for both ALSR and ASSL. However, the network usage
cost of VMesh(4G) is the highest as all the search messages
and data transfers are performed over the 4G network. For
QUVoD, the search messages transfer in the 4G network and
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Fig. 12. Evaluation on probability of using G/V-Paths for downloading segments.

the video data is based on the multipath transfer in multi-
homed 4G/VANET network, so QUVoD has both high seeking
success rate and relatively low segment seeking delay.

3) G/V-Paths evaluation: Fig. 12 illustrates the investiga-
tion on the average probability of using G-Path and V-Path to
download video segments by applying multipath data delivery
mechanism in QUVoD. Fig.12 (a) investigates the probability
against the increase in the number of vehicular nodes, where
the mobility speed varies in the [0, 30] m/s range. As it
is shown, when there are few vehicles in the system, for
instance 200 vehicles, the probability of employing G-Path is
around 85.6% for segment download and 14.4% for using V-
Path. However, as the system scale increases, the probability
of using G-Path significantly decreases. For example, when
system scale reaches 1000 nodes, the probability of using G-
Path is only 37.5% and V-Path’s usage probability reaches
62.5%. Fig.12 (b) evaluates the probability of using G/V-
Paths in terms of range of variation in the mobility speed.
It illustrates how for slow speeds, the probability of using G-
Path is also small (e.g. when the speed is in the [0,5] m/s
range, the probability of using G-Path is 16.5% and that of
employing V-Path is 83.5%). However, with speed increases
to belong to the [25,30] m/s range, the probability of using
G-Path increases to 43.8% and that of V-Path decreases to
56.2%. Fig. 12 fully illustrates that QUVoD can combine the
merits of VANET and 4G network, and achieve a desirable
tradeoff between quality and network usage cost.

4) Average hit ratio (AHR): We use the AHR metric to
evaluate the performance in terms of supporting interactivity.
After finished playing a segment, a vehicle then continues
seeking a next segment for play-out. It will check first its
playback buffer. If the buffer contains the required segment,
it is considered as a hit event and the vehicle can continue
video playback smoothly without any suspension. Otherwise,
it is seen as a miss event and the vehicle needs to relocate and
fetch the required segment, which involves long latency and
seriously deteriorate user QoE level. The average hit ratio is
the ratio between the total number of hit events and the total
number of seeking requests. In this experiment, we investigate
the average hit ratio when the number of vehicles increases.
The mobility speed is in the [0, 30] m/s range.
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Fig. 13. Average hit ratio against number of vehicular nodes.

As Fig. 13 shows, if the system has small-scale, increasing
number of vehicles can improve AHR. However, increasing
the vehicle number beyond 600, sees almost no effect on the
AHR values of QUVoD and VMesh. This is because the P2P
sharing capability is no longer the influencing factor for AHR;
the segment pre-fetching scheme has became the dominating
factor for AHR. We can see that AHR values of QUVoD
are about 20% and 25% higher than those of VMesh(4G)
and VMesh(ad-hoc), respectively. In VMesh, only sequential
playback behavior determines a hit and increases the AHR; any
interactivity determines pre-fetching to fail which decreases
the AHR. However in QUVoD, by employing speculation-
based pre-fetching strategy, the segments which are not only
for sequence playback but also for jump can be pre-fetched
with high possibility, which make QUVoD achieve higher
AHRs and better QoE than VMesh. Fig. 13 also shows how
around 10% of pre-fetching fails in QUVoD, which means
some pre-fetched segments cannot be used for playback. Al-
though this wastes some additional bandwidth and storage for
those failed pre-fetching, considering the increasing bandwidth
on VANETs and storage capability on local vehicles, it actually
offers a very desirable tradeoff between quality and cost.

The Fig. 14 (a), (b) and (c) show the average AHR distri-
bution of QUVoD and VMesh related to the seeking event
between segments, respectively. The average AHR of each
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Fig. 14. Average hit ratio against seeking events.

seeking event Ssi→sj is defined as:

HRij =
fH
ij

n∑
b=1

n∑
c=1

fbc

, fH
ij ≤ fij , HRij ∈ [0, 1] (15)

where fij and fH
ij are the occurrence frequency of Ssi→sj

and its hit event, respectively.
n∑

b=1

n∑
c=1

fbc is the occurrence

frequency of all seeking events. As Fig. 14 shows, AHR values
of VMesh are all distributed in a plane which is composed of
coordinate axis Z and a straight line closed to leading diagonal
in the plane XOY. This is because the users in VMesh pre-fetch
sequentially the next video segment only. The AHR values of
VMesh(4G) are greater than those of VMesh(ad-hoc) due to
the stability of the 4G network. In general, the AHR values of
QUVoD are far greater than those obtained by VMesh. QUVoD
can provide accurate prediction results for all seeking events
to ensure the high playback continuity with the help of the
proposed speculation-based pre-fetching strategy.

5) Vehicles stress: In QUVoD and VMesh, the vehicular
nodes not only need to seek and download new video content
from other vehicular nodes after consuming the current video
segment, but also respond to seek requests from other nodes
and deliver the streaming data requested. We investigate the
distribution of the number of vehicular nodes relative to
the number of seeking events and corresponding Cumulative
Distribution Function (CDF) to support the analysis of vehicle
stress, respectively. In Fig. 15 (a), the curve corresponding to
the distribution experiences first a rise and then a fall, with the
peak value in the range [120, 140]. The number of seeking

events is in the range [56, 189] and the average number of
seeking events for each vehicular node is 128.97. Fig. 15 (b)
shows the CDF corresponding to the distribution in Fig. 15 (a).
As we know that the number of seeking events is greater than
the total number of video segments (180), there is a possibility
that some users watched the entire video. In Fig. 15 (b), the
curve in the range [180, 200] tends to a smooth horizontal line
(CDF is close to 1), indicating that a small minority of users
could have possibly viewed the whole video. The curve fast
rises in the range [100, 160], which means that the number of
seek events is in this range for most users.

The stress (load) distribution among the vehicular nodes in
our simulation is a statistics about the number of vehicular
nodes in different stress states. This is computed as the ratio
between each node’s stress value and the total stress of all
vehicular nodes, where the number of served segments denotes
the stress of each vehicular node. Fig. 16 illustrates the
comparison statistics about the number of nodes in different
ratio ranges between VMesh and QUVoD, where the total
number of vehicular nodes is 1000. As the figure shows, more
than 15% nodes in VMesh do not bear any load from start
to end. They just download segments from others, but do not
supply any resources. In QUVoD, each node bears a part of
the system’s load, and very few nodes are overloaded. It is
important to note that the number of vehicles who bear load
in the range (0, 2] exceeds 700 out of the total of 1000 nodes,
which is a highly positive results for QUVoD.

In VMesh, the random storage scheme determines uneven
video segment distribution in the Chord network, which leads
to important load imbalance between nodes. However, in
QUVoD, the grouping-based segment storage scheme enables
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Fig. 15. Distribution and CDF of vehicular nodes against number of seeking events.
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Fig. 16. Vehicular nodes’ stress distribution.

uniform distribution of all the segments across the nodes.
In general, Smax numbers of nodes can store all the video
segments of the requested video. Furthermore, the nodes in
the same group can serve the same video segment request and
the nodes with low stress are preferred to provide service,
which further helps achieve load balancing. In this way, each
vehicle node in QUVoD shares a part of the load of the system.

6) Media server stress: Besides, in the simulation, we also
investigate the stress on the media server. Media server is a
backup resource provider; the vehicular nodes will download
segments directly from this server when they cannot fetch the
required resource from other nodes successfully. Obviously,
the fewer streams the media server delivers, the lower the
stress on the server is. Fig. 17 illustrates the server stress
measured by the average ratio between the number of streams
served from the server and the total number of streams in
system during a period of simulation time. The vehicles
number changes from 0 to 1000 with the mobility speed in
variation range of [0, 30] m/s. We can see in the figure how
the media server stress rate in VMesh and QUVoD decreases
with the increase in vehicles number, as the sharing capability
between vehicles increase with the system scale increase.
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Fig. 17. Media server stress against the number of vehicular nodes.

However, compared with VMesh, the server stress of QUVoD
remains at low levels and becomes close to zero after about
600 vehicles. This lightweight load is due to the grouping-
based distributed segments storage strategy and utilizing the
multipath transfer mechanism. Due to the random storage
strategy and also VANET’s instable characteristics, the server
stress of VMesh(ad-hoc) is in a high state. As Fig. 17 shows, it
can reach at about 0.4 even when the vehicle number increases
to 1000. The server stress of VMesh(4G) perform better than
VMesh(ad-hoc) due to the stability merit of 4G network.

7) Control overhead: In QUVoD and VMesh, nodes join-
ing, building and maintaining the Chord P2P network, and
video segment seeking etc. require nodes to exchange control
messages. We count all control messages as control traffic
overhead and use the control messages’ average occupied
bandwidth per second as the control overhead. As shown in
Fig. 18, the control overhead of QUVoD and VMesh grows
with the increase in the number of vehicles. This is mainly as
the increase in system scale will determine an increase in the
number of exchanged control messages between nodes and
will result in an increase in the Chord overlay maintenance
cost. VMesh(ad-hoc) performs the worst as the Chord is
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Fig. 18. Control traffic overhead.

formed directly on top of VANET, the overlay topology is
easily affected by the underlying vehicles’ mobility, and each
vehicle needs frequent exchange of messages to maintain in
real-time the connections for nodes frequently joining and
leaving. However, as the Chord of QUVoD and VMesh(4G)
are built over 4G network which is robust to variable network
conditions, the topology maintenance messages can be signif-
icantly reduced. In QUVoD, because of the storage scheme by
which we store several sequential segments in one node, more
than one segment can be found at one time, which certainly
greatly reduces the average seeking segments time; the control
messages are also reduced correspondingly. Consequently,
compared with VMesh(4G), QUVoD achieve lower control
traffic overhead.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The very attractive user-centric mobile VoD service can
support different applications in vehicular ad-hoc networks.
It is a great challenge to support high quality of experience
for interactive mobile VoD services, not only due to the high
mobility of the devices, but also due to the users’ interactive
viewing behavior. In this paper, we proposed an efficient
user-centric mobile VoD solution called QUVoD in urban
vehicular network environment, which offers high QoE service
level to vehicle passengers. Based on the proposed efficien-
t designed multi-homed hierarchical P2P/VANET structure,
four novel mechanisms are introduced: distributed grouping-
based video segments storage scheme, video segment seeking
scheme, multipath data delivery mechanism and speculation-
based pre-fetching strategy. The storage scheme distributes
the segments along the Chord network uniformly by groups
allowing each video segment to be stored in multiple nodes,
and each nodes to store multiple video segments. This not only
balances nodes’ load, but also reduces the resource seeking
times. By employing the video segment seeking scheme, the
video segments lookup messages transverse the Chord network
by underlying 4G network. The stability of the 4G network
ensures high lookup success rate. After lookup, the video
segments are downloaded from the located node by the multi-
path data delivery mechanism over multi-homed 4G/VANET
networks, achieving high data rate and reliability. Furthermore,

the presented pre-fetching strategy can sense user’s viewing
behavior and make intelligent decisions for fetching expected
segments in advance, which greatly smoothen the playback
experience for interactive users. The simulation-based results
show how QUVoD is an efficient interactive mobile VoD
solution in urban vehicular networks.

Extending the sophisticated multipath data delivery mech-
anism presented in this paper, future work will consider
employing a Concurrent Multipath Transfer (CMT) strategy
[30] and other CMT-related technologies in QUVoD, and
distribute data across over G-Path and V-Path concurrently
to achieve bandwidth aggregation. It can accelerate video seg-
ment fetching speed to further improve QUVoD’s performance.
In addition, we will also explore multiple video streams
delivered simultaneously. Those results will be very useful and
are expected to provide support for the very attractive high-
definition (HD) VoD services in future urban multi-homed
P2P-based vehicular networks.
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